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Several important papers have been written on the impossibility of trans- 
forming a Hamiltonian into normal form in a neighborhood of an equilibrium 
point [5], on the nonexistence of integrals near an equilibrium point [2], and 
on the nonexistence of transforming an area preserving elliptic transformation 
to a normal form [3]. 
From the work of J. Moser [2], it is clear that all these questions are related 
to proving the existence of isolated fixed points, arbitrarily close to the origin, 
for iterates of an area preserving mapping. In this paper we show that the 
proof of the existence of isolated fixed points can easily be demonstrated by 
slightly modifying the procedure used by Siegel [5, Section 221 to prove the 
Birkhoff fixed-point theorem. 
We will also apply this modified procedure to show that in general a 
Hamiltonian of the form 
cannot be transformed to normal form in a neighborhood of the origin. 
Although the papers already cited deal with this same general subject, for 
technical reasons they are not directly applicable to a Hamiltonian of the 
above form. In the course of trying to modify these papers so that they would 
be applicable, the author was led to realize the close connection with the 
Birkhoff fixed point theorem. 
We begin the paper by applying the general method to area preserving 
mappings. 
* Supported in part by N.S.F. Grant G. P.-9384. 
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Isolated Fixed Points in Area Preserving Mappings 
In the following we will use the notation 
%t(P1 3P2 > 41 9 92 9 4 
= C ks:lPrZ, co&q1 + s2q2) + QW Wlql + w2)1 (1) 
where 
a! = (1,71>72 > Sl ,sz), /aI = 1 + 71+72 + Is11 + IS21 
for cos terms 
01 = (2, 71 , 72, $1 , sz), Ial = 2 + 71+ 72 + Is11 + I s2 I 
for sin terms 
&dPl ?P2 ? 41, q2 ? 4 = %c,O(Pl 3 P2 9 41 3 q2, 4. 
When no confusion can result, we drop the subscripts from the r and s. A 
similar notation will be used when fewer arguments occur in the functions. 
THEOREM 1. Given an area preserving transformation whose generating 
function is 
W(p,,q)=(q+Y)Pl+~+S3(P11q,~) yreal 
aw aw (2) 
P=ap, e=apl 
with we write as (p, , ql) = T(p, q), w h ere we assume the series S& , q, c”), 
with real coeficients {&}, converges for 
I Pl I G Cl 3 lImpI <c,. 
If we are further given an arbitrary set of numbers {Ed}, with 1 >, E, > 0, 
there is an area preserving transformation T with corresponding real coeficients 
{c~} such that 
whose iterates T(n), n = 1,2 ,..., have isolated fixed points arbitrarily close to 
the origin. i.e., T(l) = T, T(j+l) = T 0 T(j), and there is some sequence b, -+ 0, 
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sequences of integers g, , and real points (pen), qcn)), such that for all suficiently 
large integers n: 
P)(p(fi), q’“‘) = (p(n), q(n) + 27r(g, + 1)); 0 <p(n) < 6, (3)* 
and no other point in some neighborhood of (p(n), q(n)) satisfies (3),, . 
Proof. Given the set (&} of coefficients above, we follow the general 
idea of Siegel [5] in considering the Cartesian product of all the compact sets 
X, = {cm ( c, real, and 1 & - c, 1 < E.} with the weak topology. By Tycho- 
nov’s theorem, the resulting topological space, which we call C or the space 
of coefficients, is compact. Clearly, by a point c E C we mean a set of coeffi- 
cients {cU}. 






By our assumptions, this series satisfies 
I4&,q,c)l ,CW for lp,l \<cs, IImql <G. 
Hence, we can apply RouchC’s theorem and invert (4) to the form 
Pl =P +%w7d4 
!I1 = 4 + Y +P + UP, 49 4, 
(5) 
where the series in (5) satisfy 
I W, 4,4l + I &&5 4,b)l 6 MS for I P I G cs , lImpI <G. 
Equation (5) is in the form in which Siegel [4, Section 221 proves the 
Birkhoff fixed-point theorem (where in Siegel’s notation I = Q). Siegel proves 
the following results: 
Given an area preserving transformation in the form (5), there is a 
*w2 PC5 9 6 c ) > 0, such that if n is an integer satisfying 
and if we define 
ny = 2g,r + 0, , - T < U, -c T, g, an integer 
f% =2*-+~, ?+=2lr++~ 
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and if we write the k-th iterates of p and q as 
PdP, 4) = P + Fk(P> Q) 
qdp, s> = q + kb + P> + GAP, d, 
respectively, then the following conclusions hold: 
O<a,<b,<a 
O<P(P WE k 9 4 
k = 1 *a* 72, if O<p<b,l 
qn(an,4)-qQ22(g,+l)~<q,(b,,q)-q 
(7) 
%dP, Q) > 0 
aP 
for a, < p < b, . 
It follows from this that for fixed q there is one and only one $ such that 
!Jn(P9!7)-!l=2(gn+l)~ O<a,<p<b,<tL (8) 
Further, by the implicit function theorem the p satisfying Eq. (8) is an 
analytic function of q. We write it as 
P = k(q)- 
The Birkhoff fixed-point theorem readily follows. For if we consider p > 0 
and q as polar coordinates, then the angle q on the curve k,(q) is not changed 
by the mapping T(n). Hence each point on the curve moves only radially. 
Thus any points where the curves k,(q) and Fn)(kn(q)) = &(q) intersect are 
fixed points. Since the mapping P) is area preserving, and k,(q) is a curve 
that surrounds the origin, it follows that k,(q) and En(q) must intersect and 
this yields the Birkhoff fixed point theorem. 
We further observe that the real curves k,(q) and &(q) are analytic in q, 
so they either intersect at isolated points or they are equal. The basis of our 
proof of the existence of isolated fixed points will be the proof that in general 
the curves or functions k,(q) and &(q) are not identically equal. 
In our notation the necessary and sufficient condition that the fixed points 
on the analytic curve p = kn(q) be isolated is that 
If we write 
~,(k,(q), q> = G% ~0s w + 4 sin 4, (9) 
1 Of course p may also be negative in our formulation, but for the purpose of the 
present paper it is suflicient to only consider positive p. 
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where /3 = (1, n, m) for the cos terms, /3 = (2, n, m) for the sin terms, 
then the necessary and sufficient condition that the fixed points on the curve 
&t,(p) be isolated is that at least one of the Fourier coefficients A, of (9) not 
be zero. 
Returning to the space C of coefficients, we consider the A, of (9) as real- 
valued functions of the points c E C. Each function A,(c) for 71 satisfying (6) 
has the following properties: 
(a) AD(c) is finite for every c E C. 
(b) If all but a finite number of components of any c E C are held fixed, 
then A,(c) is analytic in this finite number of components. 
To see this, let us designate this finite number of components as caj , 
j = I,..., S. Now consider Eq. (4) as 
w = W(Gj , PI , 4). 
This function is analytic in its s + 2 variables, and since all steps in going 
from (4) to (9) result in analytic functions, it follows that AB(cUi) is analytic in 
ca, , j = l)..., s. 
(c) A,(c) is continuous in C. 
To prove this, we note that if we write our original transformation (4) as 
where F(p, , q) converges for ) p, 1 < ca , 1 Im q 1 < c, , and if F& , q) is a 
sequence of analytic functions, also converging for ) pi 1 < cs , 1 Im q 1 < cd 
giving rise to corresponding transformations W& , q), such that F,(p, , q) 
uniformly approaches F(p, , q) for 1 p, ) < cs - <I , 1 Im q I < cq - Ed, then 
for fixed /3, the numbers A, associated with the Wj approach the number A, 
associated with W. This follows immediately since all the steps in going 
from (4) to (9) are continuous in the topology of uniform convergence. 
We further note that it follows readily from the Cauchy integral formula 
that for the function W of Eq. (2) that the higher-order terms uniformly 
approach zero in the interior of the region of convergence, or more precisely, 
(See Eq. (1)). 
Thus properties (a), (b) and (c) of the function AB(c) have been established. 
From (b) above, and the standard result that an analytic function of a 
finite number of variables cannot be zero in an open set without being 
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identically zero, it follows that if Aa = 0 in an open subset of C, then 
AB(c) = 0. Hence if L&(C) # 0 for some c E C, its set of zeros is nowhere 
dense in 0. 
We prove below that if n satisfies Eq. (6), m = hn (h any integer), then 
As(c) f 0, for c E C, both for /3 = (1, n, m) and /3 = (2, n, m) (see Eq. (9)). 
Hence Theorem 1 will follow from an application of the Baire Theorem that 
the complement of a set of the first category in a compact space is dense (see 
Yosida [7, p. 121). 
To prove this result, we assume p = (2, n, hn) is fixed, and consider the 
function A, . We begin our considerations by setting all c, = 0 except one, 
and this one we call v. Thus we consider a generating function of the form 
P12 
W(Pl 3 4) = (4 + Y) P, + _ + VP,’ cos sq- 2 (10) 
A, will be a function of v, so that we may write it as 
A, = k(v) = f kpj. 
j=O 
To show that k(v) f: 0, it will be sufficient to prove that K, # 0, and this 
we now demonstrate. For this purpose, it will be sufficient only to carry terms 
of order v in the following equations: 
Thus inverting (10) we obtain 
If we define 
p1 = p + vsp+ sin sq + O(V”) 
q1 = 4 + y + p + l+J-l cos sq + O(v2). 
and 
Fk*(P, 4) = SF sin 44 + 47 + P)) 
GAP, n> = rpr-l ~0s s(q + WY + P)) 
(12) 
n-1 




&(P> q> = c GAP, 4) + 1 (n - W;-1 , 
k=O k=l 
it follows by induction, using (ll), that, for the n-th iterate, one has 
P, = P + v&(P, 4) + OF9 = P + UP, 4 
qn = P + Nr + P) + VG(P> q) + W2). 
(14) 
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Thus the implicit Eq. (8) for p = K,(p) becomes 
4r + PI = w&z + 1) - &2(p, 4) + O(v2), 
which has the solution 
P = PO - 4dP0, din + O(v2), p, = 2(g, + 1) Jr/n - y = (2Tr - a&. 
If we set Y = 3, s = /zn, we find from (12) 
F?c*(Po ! !I) = wPo)3 sin W7 + Wg, + 1) K/n) 
= hn(po)3 sin hnq. 
Hence, using (13) and (14), we obtain, for Eq. (9), the result 
W&7)? !7) = VJXPO 9 4) + O(v2) 
= vhn2p03 sin hnq + O(v2). 
Thus we have shown that if 
G = -@a I C(1.3.hd = v, all other c, = 0) 
B = (2, % w, 
then 
Unfortunately, the point c, $ C. We now indicate how this difficulty may be 
overcome. 
We have proven that Aa is continuous in C; the same proof shows that 
AB(c) is also continuous in the space 1 c, - & 1 < 2 ) & 1 which contains the 
point c, = 0. From the weak topology of this space it now readily follows that 
for some K > 4 + ) h 1 n the function K,(v) = AB(c+) is not identically zero, 
where 
C+ = {ca 1 c(1,3,an) = v; c, = Ea , if ( a I > K, c, = 0 otherwise} 
/3 = (2, II, An). 
We now consider the function A,(c*), where 
c* = {ca 1 c, = ?a if ) a I > K, c, arbitrary if I a I < K}. 
This is an analytic function of the finite number of variables c, with 1 a ( < K. 
If it vanished everywhere in the set ) c, - & I < 4 , I a ) < K, it would 
vanish identically, thus implying that Ae(c+) z 0. However, we have shown 
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A,(c+) + 0. Hence, there is some point c E C such that A,(c) # 0. Similar 
considerations hold if /3 = (1, 8, hn). From this the theorem now follows. 
The Normal Form for Periodic Hamiltonians 
An amazing result in celestial mechanics, first announced by A. N. 
Kolmogorov [l], is that under very general conditions, a Hamiltonian of the 
form 
H = T2(Pl , Pz $4 + Ao(Ql , QJ + UP1 , Q2> PI + ~(QI , Q2) Pz 
+&(Pl~P2,Ql,Q2,4a 
(15) 
may be transformed by a suitable canonical transformation to the form 
HP, 9) = TP, , Pz 9 4 + W’, > f’s , 81, Qz 3 4 (16) 
i.e., the periodic terms independent of P or linear in P may be eliminated 
from (15). 
The principal assumptions used by Kolmogorov in treating (15) are that 
if h, = (a&, X, = (aOJ, then, for all integers s, , ss which are both not zero, 
and 
I Ql + h2% I 2 41 Sl I + I% II2 (17) 
$J2 I aii I f 0, i.e., I 
a20 42 + o. 
all/2 a02 I 
(18) 
Under the assumptions (17), (18) it is easy to show by using methods 
similar to those used by Siegel [S, Sections 2-41 that Eq. (16) may be further 
transformed, for any integer m > 2, to the form 
HP, Q) = TmV’, , Pz 34 + &,(P, , Pz 3 81 , 8s , 4, 
where if the infinite series in (15) converges for 
IPil <A, IImQtI <B, 
(19) 
then the series in (19) converges for 
The question naturally arises: Is it possible to bring a Hamiltonian (15) 
to normal form, i.e., to eliminate all the periodic terms in (15) and still have 
the series converge in some nonempty set 1 Pt 1 < a, 1 ImQt / < k?. In the 
following, we prove that in general this is impossible. 
* For notation, see Eq. (1). 
409!36/3-4 
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THEOREM 2. Given a Hamiltonian of the form 
HP’, , P2 , Q1 , Q2> = T,(P, , P2 ,a) + W’, , P2 , Q1 , Q2 , ?I 
with 
and coeficients aij and Em real, which converges for 1 Pi / < A, , 1 Im 8,. j < B, , 
and given any set {qJ with 1 > •~ > 0, there is a corresponding Hamiltonian 
with real coejicients aii and c, satisfying 
I cl - cm I < % 9 
which cannot be brought to the normal form by a generating function of the form 
p,Qe, + P~QZ + UPI 9 P, 9 Qls Qz , b). 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we form a space C of coefficients 
from the Cartesian product of the sets 
X, = {cm (c, real, 1 c, - EU ( < ear} 
and take the weak topology in C. 
First we note that if c E C, and His the Hamiltonian 
WI , P2 , Q1 , Q2) = T2(Ply P2, a) + WI , P2 , Q1 , Q2 ,4, (20) 
we can use RouchC’s Theorem to solve the equation 
ff(Pl,P2,Ql,Q2)--a,=0, 
for PI , to obtain 
where the infinite series K(P, , Q2 , QJ converges for 
I p2 I < c-2 9 IImQiI <G. 
We further note that by the change of variable H -+ H/47q Pi --t P&k-q, 
we may assume r] = 1/47r, which we do from now onwards. 
Wintner [6, p. 1281, shows that the solution of the equations 
dP, aK dz2 _ aK 
dQ, --aQz 
and 
dQ* -ap, cw 
is identical to the solution of the original Hamiltonian system of differential 
equations with constant energy H(P, , P2 , Q1 , Q.J = a,, . 
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Moreover, if we write the solution of the differential Eq. (21) with initial 
values Paa, Qa” at Q1 = 0 as Pz = F(P,O, Qso, Q1), Q2 = G(P,O, Qezo, Q1), it is 
well known (See Siegel [4, Section 201) that the transformation 
P, = F(P,O, QzO, 24 = Pz” + M’,o, Q2”,4 
Qz = W’,O, Qz”, 24 = Q2” + Y + Pz” i W’,“, Qx”, b) 
(22) 
is area preserving. 
Assume now that by means of a generating function of the form 
PZQZ + P,Q, + UP, > ~2 > 819 Q2,b) 
the Hamiltonian (20) can be brought to normal form H(p, ,p2). The mapping 
T corresponding to (p,“, q20) at q1 = 0 going into (p2 , q2) at q1 = 27~ will be 
of the form 
P2 = PzO 
Q2 = n2 + Y + P2O + oKP2)2)9 
which is a twist mapping. Hence whole circles pa = constant are fixed points 
of the mapping Tern), arbitrarily near the orgin, as follows immediately 
from (7). 
Since Q2 changes by 2nm, when qz does, this readily implies that if the 
Hamiltonian (20) can be converted to the normal form, then the iterates of the 
transformation (22) will not have isolated fixed points arbitrarily near the 
origin but the fixed points will rather be Jordan curves. Hence, if we can 
show that, in general, the iterates do have isolated points, the theorem will 
follow. 
To achieve this purpose, we need only show that the functions A,(c) 
defined by (9) corresponding to Eq. (22) are not identically zero for c E C. 
We proceed much the same as in the proof of Theorem 1. Since (22) is of 
the form (5), Siegel’s analysis remains valid. We consider fi = (2, n, hn) as 
fixed. We further assume n satisfies Eq. (6). We now set all the c, = 0 in 
Eq. (20) except one which we set = V, and write Eq. (20) as 
H = T,(P, , P2 ,a> + vP:'PP coshQ1 + s,Qz>. 
If v = 0, we obtain, as the solution of H - a, = 0, the result 
(23) 
PI =f(P,) = yP, + y + O(P2)3. 
Thus for some 6, > 0, 
f’P2) f 0, f(P2) # 0 for 0 < P2 < 6, . (24) 
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Substituting (24) in (23) we obtain 
PI = W’, , Q2 > QJ =f(P,) + &‘J cos(s,Q~ + GQJ + Ok”) 
with 
g(P2> = rf(pd” PP. 
The differential Eqs. (21) for Pz , Q2 , become 
%I = w$P2) .WIQl + s2Q2) + O(v2) 
$$f =f’V’2) + d(Pz> cos(sIQ~ + s2Q2) + W2). 
(25) 
We now wish to apply the results of Siegel’s proof of the Birkhoff iixed- 
point theorem. Before doing this we assume that if 6, is defined in (24), then 
the 6 in (6) is chosen so that 
6 < 6,. (26) 
We know from Siegel’s proof that for n satisfying (6) if 0 <P < b, , 
then the first n iterates P, , K = 1 . . . n of the transformation (22) are well 
defined, and in fact 0 < P,(P, 4) < 56/4 R = 1 . . . n. In order to calculate 
the first n iterates of (24) we may equivalently integrate the differential Eq. 
(25) from Qr = 0 to Q1 = 2717~. 
Thus if we call the initial values of P2 , Qa at Q1 = 0, p and 9, respectively, 
we find for the n-th iterate of the transformation (22) the equation 
Pn = P + JXP, 4) + W) = P + Fn(P, 4) 
qn = q + 277?!‘(P) + 42(P, 4) + W2)> 
with 
&P, 4) = S2kdP) J-r sin(slQl + s2(f’(p) Q1 + 4)) dQl 
G(P9 4) = k?(P) s”,“” cos(sIQ~ + M’(P> &I + d) dQ, + 
Thus the implicit Eq. (8) for P = k,(q) becomes 
27ef ‘(P) = %, + 1) * - vC(P, 4) + W2). 
This has the solution 
P = M!?) = PO + W)t 
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where p,, is determined from 
f’(PJ = (&I + 1)/n* 
I f  Y = 0 in (23), the resulting transformation (22) would still satisfy Eq. 
(5); hence we may assert 
0 < a,, -c p, -c b, -c 6 < 6, . (27) 
Thus if s2 = hn, s1 = - (g, + 1) h, rl = TV = 2, we find for Eq. (9), 
since s1 + s,f’(p,) = 0, that 
From (27) it follows that [f(p,)p,J2 # 0. Hence, we have proven 
A&) f  0 if 
C” = (cm I Cl .2,2,-(g,+l)h.hn = v, all other G = 01 
/3 = (2,72, hn). 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can show for this /3 that 
A,(c) f  0 for c E C. We can also prove a similar result for /3 = (1, n, An). 
Since n was any integer satisfying (6), Theorem 2 follows. 
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